Multiarterial phase dynamic MRI of small early enhancing hepatic lesions in cirrhosis or chronic hepatitis: differentiating between hypervascular hepatocellular carcinomas and pseudolesions.
The purpose of this study was to assess the value of multiarterial phase contrast-enhanced dynamic MRI of the whole liver obtained during a single breath-hold for small early enhancing hepatic lesions in patients with cirrhosis or chronic hepatitis, emphasizing the distinction between hypervascular hepatocellular carcinomas and pseudolesions. The study population included 40 patients with cirrhosis or chronic hepatitis who had small early enhancing hepatic lesions (a total of 70 lesions: 40 hepatocellular carcinomas, 30 pseudolesions). All patients underwent multiarterial phase contrast-enhanced dynamic MRI (six phases) of the whole liver during a single breath-hold. Twenty-one (53%) of 40 hypervascular hepatocellular carcinomas showed rapid central washout after early enhancement of the lesion as well as peritumoral coronal enhancement, but these findings were not observed in any hypervascular pseudolesions (p < 0.001). In 19 hepatocellular carcinomas without rapid central washout, early enhancement of the lesion appeared at the second, third, or fourth phase (mean, 2.5 phases). In eight of these 19 hepatocellular carcinomas, lesion enhancement disappeared by the sixth phase. Conversely, in 30 hypervascular pseudolesions, early enhancement of the lesion appeared at the second, third, fourth, or fifth phase (mean, 3.0 phases). In 28 of these 30 pseudolesions, lesion enhancement continued until the sixth phase. Rapid central washout after the early enhancement of the lesion and coronal enhancement surrounding the lesion are highly specific and diagnostic findings of small hypervascular hepatocellular carcinomas if present at multiarterial phase contrast-enhanced dynamic MRI. Hypervascular pseudolesions tend to show prolonged enhancement during the arterial phase compared with hypervascular hepatocellular carcinomas.